Polarised vibrational spectra of betaine ortho-phosphoric acid complex. Part II. Phase transitions studies.
Polarised infrared transmission and Raman spectra of betaine ortho-phosphoric acid crystal in temperature ranges 13-393 and 13-300 K, respectively are reported and discussed in relation to phase transitions: antiferrodistortive at T(c1) = 365 K and antiferroelectric at T(c3) = 81 K. The spectra are consistent with unit cell doubling below T(c3). The participation of all hydrogen bonds apparent in the crystal in the antiferroelectric phase transition was shown. Quite large freedom of -N(CH(3))(3) groups reorientation in the antiferroelectric phase was detected. No changes were found in the transmission spectra taken in the vicinity of the antiferrodistortive phase transition temperature.